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200. Dirichlet Problem on Riemann Surfaces. IV
(Covering Surfaces of Finite Number o Sheets)

By Zenjiro IURAMOCHI
Mathematical Institute, Osaka University

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., Dec. 13, 1954)

Let R be a null-boundary Riemann surface with A-topology and
let R be a covering surface over R and let L be a curve in R
determining an accessible boundary point (A.B.P.) o with projection

p. Denote by ]/:(p) the neighbourhood of p with diameter 1__ and
n

denote by the set o R lying over V(p), which is composed of
at most enumerably infinite number of domains D(p) (i=1, 2,...).

Associated domain. Let D(o) be a domain, over V(p), con-
taining an endpart of L. Two arcs L and L determine the same
A.B.P., if and only if, for any number n, two associated domains of
L and L are the same. This definition of A.B.P. is clearly equivalent
to that of O. Teichmiller. Denote by n(z_)’z e_R_ the number of
times when _z is coverd by R. Then it is clear that n(z) is lower semi-

continuous. When lim n(z)l, non accessible boundary points are
z

complicated and in our-case, it is sufficient to consider only (R, R),
where I(R, R__) is the set of all A.B.P.’s.

Barrier. Let B(z)’z e R be a function such that B(z) is non
negative continuous super-harmonic function and that lira B(z)-O
and moreover for every associated domain D(), there exists a
number with the property that inf B(z)>(O). We call B(z)
a barrier at o. It is well known that is regular or Dirichlet
problem of R, ff and only if, a barrier exists at o, under the
condition hat R is a covering surface of D-type over R.

Lemma. Let R be a covering surface of D-type over R__ and let
) be an A.B.P. and let D,(o) be an associated domain of ). We
denote by proj D(o ) the projection of D(o ). If pro] o is regular
for proj D (9), then o is regular with respect to R.

In act, let B(proj 9) be a barrier of proj o with respect to
proj D(o). Then there exists a number such that B(proj z)>,
when ze proj D(), where mn, or given D(o). Put B(z)
Min(, B(proj z)) in D(o) and B(z)-- in R-D(). Then

is clearly a barrier of o with respect to R. Thus we have at once
the ollowing.

1) See, Dirichlet problem. III"
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Lemma. Let X be a lacunary set which is clearly closed on RR_.
Then all A.B.P.’s on the boundary of ) are regular except possibly

for a set whose projection is an F set of capacity zero.
In the sequel, let R be a covering surface of finite sheets over

R such that n(z)N. It is known that R is a null-or positive

boundary Riemann surface according as the set 8 In(z)N-1t :N--lira

n(z), which is clearly closed, is a set of null-or positive capacity.
Let R be a positive boundary Riemann surface. Then we see at
once that R is of F-type by Theorem 1.1. In such class o Riemann
surfaces the ollowing propositions hold.

1) Any A.B.P. is a direct singular point.
Case 1. proj lies on . Suppose, [o is not a direct singular

point. Then there exists a connected piece v in D() such hat
covers proj S times 2or every number n, consequently, there
exist discs c, c,.., c, (S’ S) such that [c} have inner points
whose projections are proj [. Thus there exists a number m0 such
hat (c D())’m mo has no branch points except or z. It
iollows hat [c} have no common points each other. Hence
(v D())" mmo does not cover proj S times. This is absurd.
Case 2. If ( lies on the boundary of , our assertion is trivial.

We introduce some definitions as ollows"
Order of an A.B.P. and order of the associated domain D().
The number lim sup n’() e proj D() and sup n’()" e proj

D,,() are called the order of and of D() respectively,
where n()is the number when is covered by D(). We denote
he set o2 i (R, ) o2 order n by ?l. The subset o i. such that
[sup n() g e proj D()-n by and denote the projection of
and by A and A: respectively. Then i,= and A- A:.

2) We easily see that, if sup [n’()’ e proj D,()--n and
D() contaias an A.B.P. of order n, then proj is not con-
rained in proj D().

Theorem 4.1. Let R be a covering surface of finite number of
sheet over a null-boundary Riemann surface . Then a[l accessible
boundary points are regular for Dirichle problem except possibly for a

subset V of I(R, ), whose projection is an F set of capcity zero.
Proof. Since the projection o I is not contained in he projec-

ion of R, it is clear that all is regular except possibly or a
subset whose projection is an F set o2 capacity zero. Under the

N

assumption that all points of ?i are regular except 2or a set

whose projection is an F set o capacity zero, we shall show

that I has the property above-mentioned. Suppose, on the con-
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1trary, that there exists a set A,__ such that at least one irregular
A B P. lies on every point of Since A__- UAp

A.__ [) A there eists a number m such that capn--p--l

"" by at most enumerbly infinite number of discsVe cover

, m,.., of diameter I then there is at least one such thst

cap (c’, A,__)>0. Let v, v,.., be associated domains containing
some points of " lying over c’. Then we see that order of v is
exactly n-p-1 and " is not contained in the projection of vz_pl

by 1). It foHow that every A.B.P. of ordem --I of m meuam
except possibly for a set whoe pmoecton a set of capacity zeo.
Ths s a contradiction.

Let 0 be a point of (]e[(_)-.N}) which s an open et.

Snce the proecton of rreuar accebe bounamy pont con-
tanned n an Bet I of capacity zemo, we can conmtmuct a contnuou
upem-harmonc function V(z_)such that V@)-o at every point of
I and V(z) has one oarthmc nuarty at o (we can uppoe
V@) hrmonc n the nehbourhood of o except one
snuamty). Snce s a null-boundary Remann surface, we can
so construct a contnuou supem-harmonc function V(z_) which tends
to oo at evemy boundamy point of __R and ha one oarthmc snuarty
at 0. Put V’(z)- V()/ V(z_), where z e on z_. Let z, ,
(N/V) be aH points of R yn on 0 and lout , 2G(z,

--W(z), where C s a suitable constant and G(z, z) the Gmeen’
function of R wth po|e at z. Then Mn [1, (z)] s a positive
super-harmonic function which tend to oo on the boundamy of R
yn on the boundary of _R and on the mmeuar accessible boundary
pont of R, for any ven positive numbem . By Theomem 1.1 R
m a covemn surface of Bounded type, whence R s of D-type. It

follows that H(z)H(z) for continuous boundary function q, where

H(__ ower (upper)envelope of super (ub)-harmonc functions
(z) such that (z)__=>_ (q). On the other hand, we can prove the
nvere nequaty by ue of W(z). I-Ienee on such cass of Remann
surface the reso|utvty of continuous boundamy function can be
proved by the same method as n the case when R s a subdoman
of the z-pane.

regular for Dirichlet problem.

Proof. As we have proved, we can take n so that p is not
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contained in proj D(). Let Co be the eircle[z_-p]go’go<--1-
n

with respect to he local parameter in the neighbourhood of p and
let Do(9 be he associated domain of lying on Co. In the
following, we abbreviate G(Z, Zo) o G(z) and suppose G(z)M

Do(). Put L-- [proj Do()) C}" 0<go, where C is the circum-
ference: I-P]=p. Let be a point of I. Then there exist inner
points z, z,.., z, "ioN of Do(). We can choose a number mo()
sueht hat every neighbourhood V(z,) "m >mo(Z) of z which has at
most one branch point at z,. Put 92 G()-Min G(z,): Then

t G()() o.
Next we show that G() is a measurable function of . Let {Rz}
(=1,2,...) be an exhaustion of Do() with compact analytic
relative boundary [Rx} and denote by z, z,...z:) the points such
that z, z,...z,x) are contained in Rx and lie over . Since, for
every point e 1, there exists 20(g) such that {Zl, z,...zo} {z,...zx}
for 2o(). We have Gx()- G@),
where Gx()-Min.[G(z), G(z),... G(z:z). Hence

a() x G() e L, .
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that Rx does not pass
any branch point of Do(). If z Rz, there exist neighbour-
hoods V(z), V(z)... V(z,(x) such that V(z) has no branch point

except at most one at z,. Put G,(z)--Min [G(z,,), G(z.,,), G(z,
where z, (z, e V(z)) has the same projection that of z,. If z e (R),
there exists a neighbourhood which has no branch point and has an

arc of R as its relative boundary. Put G(z)--M if z V(z) and

G(z)-G(z), if z e V(z). Then G(z) is upper semi-continuous at z and

Gx(z)--Min [G(z), G(z),... G(zo) is also upper semi-continuous.

Thus lim Gz(z)- 92 G() is measurable.

Let U(z) be an upper bounded sub-harmonic function on D.()
such that U(z)l-pl on A.B.P.’s and let H(z) be the upper envelope
of {U(z)}. Since ig-pl is sub-harmonic, H(z) I-Pl. We show
that lim H(z)--O. Since G(z) is measurable and G(z)>0 on 1,

there exists a closed subset F of I such that mes L-F[ <
go

and 92 G(z)K (K>0) on F. Introduce the Poisson’s integral
for the circle I-PIO with the value Oo on I-F and zero on
the complementary set of (I-F) with respect to i-p-o. Put

poG(z) I() -proj z.e(z)- U(z)- o- K
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Since q(z) is sub-harmonic on Do(9), U(z)to on A.B.P.’s of
Do(9 ) and U(z)-G(z)<O at every inner point of .D(o)lying on F,
because G(z)G(z) and U(z)-I(z_)O at every point lying on

I- F. Since D(o) is a covering: surface of D-type, by Theorem
4.1, we have qo(z)0 on D(9), whence H(z)2p. Let p- 0. Then
H(z)-O.

Put B(z)Min (go, H(z)), if z Do(O and B(z)--po, if
z eR-Do(to). Then B(z) is a barrier at o. Thus o is regular.


